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The beauty of performance given by Joseph Nimoh is simply stunning, his
touch on the keys is simply blissful and deeply tender, and on his new ep
Introspection we have four more wonderful compositions to simply lie back in
the arms of.
We start this mini journey of calm with track Rhythm of Life; the soothing flow
of this musical narrative is sublime in its arrangement, the tone and timbre of
the songs seems to perfectly illustrate the need to go with the flow and swim
in the rhythm of life itself.
The ambience of this next piece, Out There, is magical. I found the gentleness
of this offering a pleasure to drift within. Nimoh is a real master of creating
such a blissful sense of ambience on the piano, and this is probably one of my
favourite pieces from him, smooth, tranquil and melodic, this is Nimoh at his
very best.
The penultimate composition is called Portrait, the serene landscape of music
provided here is so very beautiful and it seems that Nimoh creates his own
time signature, possibly his own musical dimension, one bathed in peace and a
heartfelt performance that at times was quite emotive.
The final chapter in this sojourn of calming music is called Somber Mood. This
is the perfect opportunity for the artist to be reflective, to cast that net of
introspection wide and far and tumble over the past, and with lessons learned,
will shine the light on a new and bright way forward. Nimoh ends with a

moody piece that really illustrates just what a fine composer he is and why it
would be a really good idea to purchase this ep.
Introspection by Jospeh Nimoh is a sweet ambient collection of music, all
rolled into one musical blanket called an ep. Nimoh is at his creative best here
and manifests four pieces of piano based music which will translate for you
into around 13 minutes of piano heaven. Joseph Nimoh has to be one of the
most skilled and talented pianist’s around today for creating mood filled music,
and if that’s not a reason to buy this ep, what is!

